Reasons to support the Enfield Montessori School:
1.

Because joyful, independent, thankful, thoughtful children make joyful, independent, thankful,
thoughtful adults…

2.

Because we expect children to learn, not just memorize…

3.

Because the Enfield Montessori School has thrived through your goodwill…

4.

Because we see the potential in every child…

5.

Because the Felician Sisters of North America believe Enfield Montessori School has a bright
future…

6.

Because kids really do love geometry…

7.

Because our alumni are our inspiration…

8.

Because a child can follow their passion and still be grounded…

9.

Because this dream is within our grasp…

10. Because friendships created here last a lifetime…
11. Because in the 50 years since the Enfield Montessori School was started over 1300 students
and their families have become part of the EMS family…
12. Because we have The Pink Tower…
13. Because we not only have Core Values, we wrote the song! You can see it on YouTube…
14. Because progressive thinking is valued…
15. Because Dr. Montessori was a genius…
16. Because Montessori children know their grammar well…
17. Because updated and improved classrooms will provide a better learning environment for our
students…
18. Because children only have one chance to get a great education…
19. Because we provide The Foundation of a Lifetime …
20. Because we consistently reach out to those in the community who need our help…
21. Because we responsibly use technology to supplement hands-on learning…
22. Because our teachers show immeasurable compassion in an environment that demonstrates
academic excellence each and every day…
23. Because there is no better investment in our future than childhood…
24. Because we know that Montessori works…

25. Because our students attend top tier colleges if that is what they want…
26. Because compassionate, respectful behaviors are valued more than academic success…
27. Because our staff is trained, mentored, and supported to be the best…
28. Because our Christmas cards are amazing…
29. Because we are a diverse, welcoming, impactful community…
30. Because learning to read should be a transformative experience not a benchmark to be met…
31. Because we teach cursive for all the right reasons…
32. Because our children will make the world a more peaceful, tolerant world for all…
33. Because we embrace change…
34. Because school should be a positive experience…
35. Because we teach independence, time management, multitasking, sequencing, responsibility in
every facet of our program…
36. Because we value innovation over standardization…
37. Because parents usually have all their service hours completed well before they need to…
38. Because a hunger for learning lasts a lifetime…
39. Because a high percentage of our present grandparents are actually alumni parents
themselves…
40. Because children who are nurtured excel…
41. Because we care about every child…
42. Because toddlers deserve an Enfield Montessori School education too… ☺
43. Because Cosmic Education is the goal…
44. Because the blend and balance of servant leadership, with the values of Peace and Justice are
modeled, taught, and will serve our students well…
45. Because our children's spirituality is embraced…
46. Because many of the most innovative and successful companies in the world have a Montessori
graduate at the inception…
47. Because our children deserve a beautiful physical environment…
48. Because we differentiate every child’s experience every day…
49. Because you care…
50. Because a fifty dollar donation (a dollar for every year the school has been in operation) from
each of you will guarantee our success!

